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Materials Required:

-(2) 5” x 5” Pieces of felt or patch twill. 
-Stabilizer (HEAVY water soluble such as badge master is recommended)
-Applique Scissors.

Materials Key

    Front Felt Backing Felt      Stabilizer Front        Stabilizer Back
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1) Hoop stabilizer and run the first step to stitch out 
placement stitches directly on stabilizer.

2) Place one 5” x 5” piece of felt directly over top 
of placement stitches on the front of your hoop. 
Secure in place and run the design portion of the 
patch. The actual number of steps will vary by 
design. 

*NOTE: Most patches have a heavy fill set as 
the background. If you would like to reduce the 
overall stitch count for a faster stotchout, you 
can skip the background fill. When skipping the 
background fill, the material will be visible on 
the background of the patch*
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3) Once the design is finsihed stitching on the 
front, remove hoop from machine, flip hoop over, 
and place the other 5”x5” piece of felt on the 
backside of your hoop. Secure in place and run 
the next step to tack down the backing. 

4) Remove hoop from machine but do NOT 
unhoop materials. From here we are treating the 
patch as if we are making an applique. Starting 
on the front of your hoop, using applique scis-
sors, trim excess materials from the patch, Trim 
as CLOSE as you can to the stitching as possible 
WITHOUT cutting into the stitches. 
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5) Flip hoop to the backside and repeat step 4 to 
trim excess material from the back. 

6) Return hoop to machine and run the final 
step. This is the satin edge on the patch. Un-
hoop materials and remove excess stabilizer. If 
using cut away, you can carefuly use a lighter to 
burn off any visible stabilizer, just be sure to not 
melt the thread by hovering too long over one 
area. 

Please share your makes in our Facebook 
Group or use the hashtag
 #NosyPepperEmbroidery on 
Instagram so we can all see your makes!

Find more designs on the website: 
www.NosyPepperPatterns.com


